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Abstract 
 

Background 

 
Treatment success is the desired outcome in aphasia rehabilitation. However, to date, there 

is a lack of consensus on what defines a ‘successful’ result on a given aphasia outcome 

measurement instrument (OMI). 

 
 

Aim 

 
In this methodological paper, we present strategies for how to define and measure 

treatment success on a given OMI at the group level, as well as for an individual person with 

aphasia. The latter is particularly important when research findings from group studies are 

clinically implemented for individuals in rehabilitation. 

 
 
 

Scope 

 
We start by presenting methods to calculate the average statistically significant change 

across several (group) studies (e.g., standardised mean difference, raw unstandardised 

mean difference) for a given OMI. Such metrics are useful to summarise an overall effect of 

the intervention of interest, particularly in meta-analyses. However, benchmarks based on 

group effects are not feasible for assessing an individual participant’s treatment success and 

thus for determining the proportion of patients who had a beneficial response to therapy 

(overall response rate of an intervention). We therefore recommend a distribution-based 

approach to determine benchmarks of statistically significant treatment response at the 

individual level, i.e., the ‘smallest detectable change’ for a given OMI, which refers to the 

smallest change that can be detected by the OMI beyond measurement error. However, the 

statistical significance of an individual treatment effect does not necessarily correspond to 

its clinical impact. This requires an additional indicator. The benchmark to determine a 

clinically relevant improvement on a given OMI is the ‘minimal important change’. The 

minimally important change is defined as the smallest OMI change score perceived as 

important by the relevant stakeholder group (i.e., people with aphasia, their 

relatives/caregivers, clinicians). It therefore  requires relating the individual OMI 
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change scores to ‘anchors’, i.e., meaningful external criteria, preferably based on patient- 

perceived therapy success. Currently, there is no consensus regarding the optimal ‘anchors’ 

and their respective definition of clinically important change in aphasia outcome research. 

 
 

Conclusions/Recommendations 

 
Operationalising individual treatment success based on both statistically significant and 

(patient-reported) clinically meaningful benchmarks is a key priority in aphasia 

rehabilitation. Availability of such measures will (a) facilitate estimates of therapy response 

rate in intervention studies and thus optimise therapeutic decisions and (b) provide 

stakeholder groups (e.g., the society, the stroke team, people with aphasia, family, clinicians, 

healthcare professionals with objective, statistically reliable and meaningful feedback on 

individual treatment response in the clinical setting. 
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Background 

 
The priorities of people with stroke and aphasia are of paramount importance in both 

research and rehabilitation. A James Lind Alliance priority-setting partnership in the UK 

asked stroke survivors, their family/carers, and health professionals what matters most to 

people affected by stroke (Stroke Association, 2021). Assessing and treating communication 

difficulties was ranked third among the top ten research priorities related to life post-stroke 

and thus was given an even higher priority than the recovery of abilities necessary for 

everyday life such as returning to work or driving (ranked 6th) and exercises to improve 

strength and fitness (ranked 9th). 

Additionally, the inability to communicate was rated as ‘equal to or worse than death’ by the 

majority of acute/early subacute stroke patients (Everett et al., 2021). A similar priority 

setting partnership activity, was limited to stroke survivors with aphasia, their family/carers 

and speech and language therapists and identified the top 10 research priorities relating to 

chronic aphasia (Franklin et al., 2018). This activity identified the most effective aphasia 

treatment(s) as the highest research priority. A requirement for a treatment to be effective 

is treatment success. However, to date there is no consensus of what constitutes treatment 

success in aphasia. It is unquestionable that the optimal outcome of aphasia rehabilitation is 

complete resolution of the deficits with return of language functions, activities, and social 

life participation to the pre-stroke state (a ‘cure’ so to speak). The reality, however, is that 

approximately 40% of people with stroke initially present with aphasia (Mitchell et al., 2021) 

and, about 65% of stroke survivors leave the hospital with a disability (National Institute for 

Health and Care Excellence, 2019). At three-months, about 25% of stroke survivors still have 

aphasia (Ali et al., 2015), and at one year, 20% suffer from persistent communication 

disability (Dijkerman et al., 1996; El Hachioui et al., 2013). Thus, complete language recovery 

may be an unrealistic outcome expectation for many stroke survivors with aphasia. 

Complete recovery may be , particularly unlikely for people with aphasia in the later stages 

of stroke, when the brain’s powerful spontaneous recovery processes have diminished 

(Bernhardt et al., 2017; Pedersen et al., 1995). 

A suitable definition for treatment success in late sub-acute (3-6 months post-stroke) 

(Bernhardt et al., 2017) and chronic (>6 months post-stroke) aphasia is that the a priori 

defined intervention targets have been significantly modified in the desired direction after 
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the intervention and remain stable for an a priori defined duration after the treatment. In 

aphasia rehabilitation, stakeholder groups may differ in what they consider a successful 

treatment outcome (Rai et al., 2015).  Even within any given stakeholder group, the 

definition may depend on factors such as aphasia type, severity or time since stroke. 

As such, we will briefly describe various stakeholder perspectives on treatment success in 

post-stroke aphasia and will then suggest available standardised outcome measurement 

instruments (/OMIs) for each of these perspectives. We ordered the sections in terms of 

how far removed each of these perspectives is to the person with aphasia, starting with the 

‘socioeconomic/societal’ and the ‘stroke team’ perspectives, followed by the ‘aphasia 

rehabilitation’ perspective. 

 
 
 

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVES AND MEASUREMENT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERVENTION 

GOALS 
 

Socioeconomic/societal perspective 
 

Across the globe, stroke is a major cause of long-term disability, accounting for about one 

third of overall (direct) healthcare costs worldwide and being accompanied by enormous 

indirect costs such as loss of productivity (Rochmah et al., 2021). From a socioeconomic or 

societal perspective, stroke interventions should thus aim to significantly reduce the costs 

associated with acute stroke care and rehabilitation as well as (if applicable) increase the 

probability of a vocational rehabilitation. 
 

Costs of rehabilitation services. For stroke survivors across age groups, the  reduction 

of rehabilitation service needs is an important treatment outcome from a socioeconomic 

perspective (Rai et al., 2015). The annual cost for treating stroke totaled about 10% of the 

overall costs for the 19 major groups of neurological and mental disorders in Europe in 2010 

(Olesen et al., 2012). Stroke with aphasia significantly contributes to the high costs, starting 

as early as the first week after the stroke, due to higher inpatient complication rates with 

longer hospital stays as compared to stroke without aphasia (Boehme et al., 2016; Lazar & 

Boehme, 2017). Overall, about 50% more rehabilitation services are required for those with 

aphasia after the initial stroke compared to strokes 
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without aphasia (Flowers et al., 2016).  The attributable 1-year medical costs were 

approximately 8.5% higher in stroke with aphasia compared to without aphasia (Ellis et 

al., 2012). 

Cost effectiveness of aphasia interventions. From a societal perspective, particularly 

from the healthcare funder’s point of view, any treatment provided as part of routine clinical 

care should be cost effective, i.e., the costs associated with a treatment should be aligned 

with the expected gains in health outcome. A frequent approach to determine the cost 

effectiveness of stroke interventions (and of other diseases) is to relate the incremental 

costs of an intervention to the increment of ‘Quality-adjusted Life Years (QALYs)’ compared 

to a control condition, usually standard care (Raftery et al., 2015). This approach is also 

known as ‘cost-utility’ analysis. 

QALYs refer to the expected number of years lived in ‘perfect health’ after a disease started 

(i.e., post the initial-stroke). ‘Perfect health’ is assigned a utility value of 1, whereas death is 

given a utility value of 0. Living one year in ‘perfect health’ after a stroke would yield a QALY 

of one, surviving half a year in ‘perfect health’ would yield a QALY of 0.5 (formula: utility 

value x years of life). If the post-stroke condition is merely ‘half of perfect health’, a utility 

value of 0.5 would be assigned according to the formula, yielding a QALY of 0.5 for one year 

of survival (or 0.25 QALY for half a year of survival). The ‘utility value’ of a disease before and 

after an intervention is frequently estimated by scoring the generic health status of a patient 

using the European Quality of Life 5 Dimensions (EQ-5D) (Rabin & de Charro, 2001). The EQ-

5D captures health status on five dimensions (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain or 

discomfort, anxiety or depression), but does not assess communication health status. The 

questionnaire is available in more than 200 languages, two different response formats (3 or 

5 levels of degree of ‘problems’) and for different stakeholders (self- report versus proxy 

rating) (https://euroqol.org/eq-5d-instruments; weblink last accessed on  20th October 

2021). The psychometrically superior 5-level EQ-5D-5L (Janssen et al., 2013) has been widely 

used in general stroke outcome research , but only a few aphasia intervention study 

protocols to date include the EQ-5D (either 3-levelL or 5-levelL version) for estimating the 

cost effectiveness of an intervention (Hilari et al., 2019; Northcott et al., 2019; Rose et al., 

2019; Stahl et al., 2019; Tarrant et al., 2018; van der Gaag & Brooks, 2008). For future 

aphasia trials, we recommend the assessment of an extended version of the EQ-5D-5L, 

which captures an additional cognitive dimension of stroke (EQ-5D-5L+C) (de Graaf et al., 

https://euroqol.org/eq-5d-instruments
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2020). Furthermore, an aphasia-friendly pictorial variant of the EQ-5D-3L/-5L is available 

(Whitehurst et al., 2018) and has been validated in a recent aphasia intervention study (Big 

CACTUS) (Palmer et al., 2019). Palmer and colleagues (2019) estimated that the incremental 

cost of self-managed computerised naming therapy as an adjunct to usual care was less than 

$1.000/patient for each QALY gained in comparison to usual care alone in a late 

subacute/chronic post-stroke aphasia sample. However, intervention-related improvements 

in health-related quality of life as assessed with the EQ-5D-5L were very small (< 0.04 QALYs, 

depending on anomia severity at baseline); (Latimer et al., 2020). 
 

An alternative cost-effectiveness analysis approach is to calculate incremental cost-

effectiveness ratios, i.e., the costs incurred by routine clinical service to achieve 1% gain in 

the (primary) OMI. A recent retrospective cost-effectiveness analysis based on 19 single-

subject experimental post-stroke aphasia interventions studies reported that the 

incremental cost of obtaining a 1% improvement on the primary outcome measure 

increased from $ 7 to $ 40 across the first 17 therapy sessions (based on clinical service 

salary levels in the year 2006), and no measurable improvements occurred after session 17 

(Ellis et al., 2014). Several aphasia trial protocols (Godecke et al., 2018; Rose et al., 2021) 

describe the planned calculation of incremental cost-effectiveness ratios, but these trial 

results are not yet available. 

A third strategy to align intervention costs with the expected health improvement is to 

determine the resources required for a particular intervention when delivered as part of 

routine clinical service. A recent example for such a ‘costing-only’ study is a feasibility trial 

on the effects of virtual group social support in aphasia rehabilitation (Marshall et al., 2020), 

reporting average intervention cost (excluding hardware) of £1,364 ($2,000) per participant. 

However, the efficacy of the intervention probed in this study still needs to be determined 

in a properly powered randomised controlled trial. 

 
 

Return to work. A successful intervention from a socioeconomic/societal perspective 

will ideally allow stroke survivors of working age to return to pre-stroke employment. This 

working-age subgroup forms about 
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20% of the stroke population (Heuschmann et al., 2010), with an increase in stroke incidence 

at younger ages over the past decades (Kissela et al., 2012). 

In a recent Finnish registry-based study, the likelihood of not returning to work within a year 

after a stroke was about three times higher for working-age stroke survivors with 

moderate/severe aphasia as compared to those without aphasia (Aarnio et al., 2018). Within 

a working-age French aphasia sample, only about 15% had returned to work within 1.5 years 

post-stroke (Doucet et al., 2012). Additional reports in the literature are consistent in that 

less than one quarter of working-age PWA return to work post-stroke (Black-Schaffer & 

Osberg, 1990; Caporali & Basso, 2003; Graham et al., 2011; Hinckley, 1998; Parr et al., 1997). 

Additionally, among the small fraction of stroke survivors who manage to return, few return 

to full time employment or to their pre-stroke occupational roles (Hinckley, 1998). 

Besides possibly stroke/aphasia severity (Ashley et al., 2019), factors such as workplace 

flexibility, social support, and personal motivation may contribute to successful return to 

work (Hinckley, 2002). Nevertheless, return to work is not a frequent treatment outcome to 

date in aphasia rehabilitation, even though the importance of speech and language therapy 

to facilitate return to work in those with mild aphasia was identified decades ago (Darley et 

al., 1980).  Moreover, return to work was rated a top desired activity by PWA in the late 

sub-acute stage post-stroke (Haley et al., 2019). 

 
 

To summarise, from a socioeconomic or societal perspective, any intervention provided as 

part of routine clinical care should not only be effective and (if applicable) aimed at 

vocational rehabilitation, but its costs need to be aligned with the expected health-related 

improvement. We therefore consider it pivotal for clinical trials in aphasia rehabilitation to 

report formal cost effectiveness analyses for the probed intervention(s). These analyses 

should adhere to established guidelines such as those laid out by the Task Force report of 

the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research Randomized 

Clinical Trials—Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (ISPOR RCT-CEA; Ramsey et al., 2015) or by the 

European Stroke Organisation Health Economics working group (Cadilhac et al., 2020). 
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The perspective of the stroke team.  
 

Neurological disorders including stroke remain the second leading cause of death worldwide 

(Global Burden of Disease Neurology Collaborators, 2019). Therefore, from a physician’s 

perspective, the primary treatment goals early after stroke typically are to ensure and 

prolong survival (Ekker et al., 2019) and to limit the degree of damage to the brain. Rapid 

resolution of neurological deficits (including language) by restoring blood flow to 

dysfunctional tissue (Hillis, 2007; Hillis et al., 2003) and strategies to prevent a recurrent 

stroke (Kleindorfer et al., 2021) are additional critical goals of the early stage after a stroke. 

 

During the later stages post-stroke, functional independence in activities of daily living for 

improving the stroke survivors’ health-related quality of life is considered the primary goal 

of both physicians and non-physician rehabilitation specialists. For example, in the UK the 

National Clinical Guideline for Stroke (developed in close cooperation with patient 

representatives as has been recommended by Hinckley et al., 2014) highlights that “patients 

almost always interpret their illness in terms of its impact on their activities and social 

participation” (Intercollegiate Stroke Working Party, 2016, p. 6). Therefore, activity and 

social participation should be preferentially targeted in stroke rehabilitation in the UK. In 

the United States, the clinical practice guidelines for rehabilitation of aphasia suggest that 

speech and language therapy should focus on facilitating the recovery of communication, 

and assist in development of strategies to facilitate communication, decrease isolation, and 

provide a supportive environment (Winstein et al., 2016). In Germany, the major focus of 

intervention outcome is on gaining maximum functional independence in everyday activities 

(Gerdes et al., 2012). 

 

A variety of standardised outcome measurement instruments (OMIs) are used globally to 

quantify the amount of assistance required to carry out various activities of daily living. 

According to a recent systematic review, the OMIs most frequently used in stroke trials are 

the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) and Functional Assessment Measure (FAM) 
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(Galeoto et al., 2019). The FIM and FAM predominantly refer to bodily functions (such as 

grooming, dressing, eating, physical mobility) rather than language and communication. For 

example, two of the 18 FIM items assess communication, yet refer to basic daily needs 

while in hospital, such as communicating hunger/thirst and discomfort. The FIM does not 

assess more complex real-life communication needs, such as scheduling appointments by 

phone, negotiating home finances, or selecting and contracting an internet provider. 

Furthermore, interrater agreement and thus replicability of the cognitive FIM items is 

rather low (Ottenbacher et al., 1996). Patient and public involvement during construction of 

these scales was also limited (Granger et al., 1986). 

Similar criticism applies to another widely used OMI to assess functional independence in 

activities of daily life, the Barthel Index (Mahoney & Barthel, 1965). The Barthel Index is also 

limited to items referring to basic physical needs and physical mobility, which explained 

merely 24% of the variance of aphasia recovery across the first year after stroke (El Hachioui 

et al., 2013). Another frequently used OMI in stroke outcome research is the Modified 

Rankin Scale (mRS), which is a 7-point Likert rating scale for clinicians, ranging from 0 = ‘no 

symptoms’ across increasing levels of functional dependence to 6 = ‘dead’ (Broderick et al., 

2017). A mRS score of 0 to 2 (no or minor symptoms, no assistance required) is considered a 

desirable outcome in stroke trials (Broderick et al., 2017), and a change score of one has 

been interpreted as clinically relevant (Harrison et al., 2013). The mRS has been 

recommended as a core measure for global disability in stroke trials on sensorimotor 

recovery (Kwakkel et al., 2017), but the scale is not suitable to assess cognitive and social 

functioning (de Haan et al., 1995).  Its sensitivity to detect change in stroke rehabilitation 

trials has been questioned (McGill et al., 2021). 

In terms of assessing functional independence in everyday communication activities, a range 

of psychometrically sound aphasia measures exists (Wallace et al., 2020). For example, the 

following OMIs tap into communication activities or functional communication: Amsterdam 

Nijmegen Everyday Language Test/ANELT (Blomert et al., 1994); The Scenario Test (van der 

Meulen et al., 2010); Communicative Effectiveness Index/CETI (Lomas et al., 1989);, 

Communication Outcome after Stroke (COAST) scale (Long et al., 2008)]; Communication 

Activities of Daily Living-Third Edition (CADL-3) (Holland et al., 2018); and the Aphasia 

Communication Outcome Measure (ACOM) (Hula et al., 2015). 
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Many of the measures have sound psychometric properties (e.g., inter-/intra-rater and 

retest reliability, measures of validity). However, most fail to meet all the psychometric 

standards recommended by the COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health 

Measurement INstruments (COSMIN) guidelines, particularly with respect to content and 

structural validity (Mokkink et al., 2016; Mokkink et al., 2010). Furthermore, even 

psychometrically top-ranking and widely used OMIs do not directly assess functional 

independence in ‘real’ everyday life communication. Rather, they use an indirect 

approach, such as role played communication scenarios (e.g., ANELT, The Scenario Test) or 

(proxy-rated) questionnaires (e.g., CETI). 

 

An additional scale to assess communication independence is the single-item Aphasia 

Severity Rating Scale of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Goodglass et al., 2001), 

which is a 6-point rating scale for clinicians (ranging from 0 = ‘no usable speech or auditory 

comprehension’ to 5 = ‘minimal discernible speech handicap’) and has been used to assess 

the degree of assistance required for verbally communicating about everyday life topics, e.g., 

family life, work, hobbies. The psychometric properties of this clinician-rated scale have not 

yet been evaluated, but the scale proved sensitive to the degree of recovery from aphasia 

across the first year post-stroke (El Hachioui et al., 2013). 

The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association Functional Assessment of 

Communication Skills for adults (ASHA-FACS) (Frattali et al., 1995) also entails a scale 

‘Communicative Independence Scale’ to grade the degree of assistance required for 

performing verbal and nonverbal interactions in four different life domains (social 

communication; communication of basic needs; reading/writing/number concepts; daily 

planning). However, the ASHA-FACS requires multiple observational sessions with the person 

with aphasia prior to the rating (Worrall L., 2000) and has thus limited clinical feasibility. 

Furthermore, analyses employing item response theory (IRT) modeling suggested that the 

social communication scale category labels may need to be reduced to four instead of seven; 

and responsiveness to change has not yet been demonstrated (Meier et al., 2017). 
 

Thus, the development of an easily administered and psychometrically sound OMI, which 

fulfills the criteria established by the COSMIN group to determine functional independence 

in everyday life communication scenarios is thus urgently required in aphasia rehabilitation. 
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The aphasia rehabilitation perspective 
 

The views of multiple other stakeholder groups (most importantly people with aphasia 

(PWA), but also their family members, aphasia researchers, clinicians, and managers) have 

been systematically explored with a series of e-Delphi consensus and nominal group 

technique studies (structured small-group discussion to reach a consensus). These studies 

will be presented in turn before synthesising their findings. 

 
 
 

People with aphasia 
 

Despite the manifest language and communication challenges, PWA need to be involved in 

the discussion of intervention targets (Hinckley et al., 2014). Recently, PWA in the chronic 

stage post-stroke who were based in six different countries spanning five continents were 

asked, “What would you most like to change about your communication and the way 

aphasia affects your life?” (Wallace et al., 2017b, p. 1374). Content analysis of the group’s 

responses revealed that top treatment outcomes spanned all components of the 

International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (WHO, 2001). Improved 

communication (including improved language functions) as well as increased life 

participation (e.g., ability to participate in conversations) and recovered normality (e.g., to 

be functionally independent) were the top patient-defined1 outcomes of an aphasia 

intervention. 

 
 

Family members of PWA 
 

In the same study (Wallace et al., 2017b), the authors asked family members of PWAs which 

aphasia treatment outcomes for the PWA they would rank highest. Family members also 

ranked improved communication (beyond the communication of basic needs) as well as 

recovered normality as the two most important treatment outcomes. 

 
 
 
 

1 A patient-defined approach focusses on patients’ treatment expectations in deciding what 
constitutes a successful treatment outcome (Zeppieri Jr. & George, 2017). A ‘patient- 
defined’ outcome may be a ‘patient-reported’ outcome, but self-reporting is not a critical 
requirement here. 
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Aphasia researchers 
 

Following an international e-Delphi consensus approach, top outcome priorities of this 

stakeholder group were patient-reported impact of and satisfaction with treatment, 

improved communication-related quality of life, and improved language function in 

modalities relevant to the study’s aims (Wallace et al., 2016). 

 
 

Aphasia clinicians and managers 
 

The ability to take part in conversations and to communicate/participate in various 

settings/roles were seen as the most important treatment outcomes for PWAs from the 

perspective of aphasia clinicians and managers (Wallace et al., 2017a). 

 
 

Synthesis of the findings for the four different stakeholder groups (PWA and their family 

members; researchers, clinicians, see Table 1) showed agreement for the following top 

treatment outcomes: Improving language function, communication, emotional well-being, 

quality of life (QoL) as well as patient-reported impact of and satisfaction with treatment 

(Wallace et al., 2019). 
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Table 1. Important aphasia treatment outcomes by the four different ‘aphasia rehabilitation’ stakeholder groups (based on Wallace et 

al., 2016; Wallace et al., 2017a; Wallace et al., 2017b) 
 

People with Aphasia Family Members Clinicians & Managers Aphasia Researchers 

1. Improved communication 

2. Increased life participation 

3. Changed attitudes through 
increased awareness and 
education about aphasia 

4. Recovered normality 

5. Improved physical and 
emotional well-being 

6. Improved health services 

Outcomes for the person with 
aphasia: 

1. Improved communication 

2. Recovered normality 

3. Improved physical and 
emotional well-being 

4. Increased life participation 

Outcomes for family members: 

1. Improved communication 

2. Increased life participation 

3. Improved health and support 
services 

4. Changed attitudes through 
increased awareness and 
education about aphasia 

5. Improved emotional well-being 

6. Recovered normality 

Outcomes for person with aphasia: 

1. Good psychosocial well-being 

2. Able to participate in different 
roles and contexts 

3. Positive feelings about 
communication 

4. Satisfied and feels that they have 
improved 

5. Able to communicate 
information of varying 
complexity 

6. Improved communication 

7. Able to participate in 
conversation 

8. Able to communicate in 
different roles and contexts 

9. Able to use multimodal 
communication/ strategies to 
support communication 

10. The goals of the person with 
aphasia have been met 

11. The communicative environment 
is enhanced 

1. Impact of treatment from the 
perspective of the person with 
aphasia 

2. Communication-related quality 
of life 

3. Satisfaction with intervention 
from the perspective of the 
person with aphasia 

4. Language functioning in 
modalities relevant to study 
aims 

5. Satisfaction with ability to 
communicate from the 
perspective of the person with 
aphasia 

6. Satisfaction with participation in 
activities from the perspective of 
the person with aphasia 
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People with Aphasia Family Members Clinicians & Managers Aphasia Researchers 

  12. Improved functioning, reduced 
disability, and able to be 
discharged 

Outcomes for 
family/carers/significant others: 

1. Better communication partners 

2. Good knowledge about aphasia 
and better attitudes towards 
people with aphasia 

3. Less third-party disability 

4. Engage in therapy (for the 
person with aphasia) 

Outcomes relating to health services: 

1. Access to services and funding 

2. Efficient use of resources and 
measurement of outcomes 

Outcomes relating to health 
professionals: 

1. Greater awareness about 
aphasia and how to support 
communication 
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After identification of the mutually agreed upon treatment outcomes across  the four 

stakeholder groups, an additional consensus process was initiated to select the most 

appropriate psychometrically robust OMIs for each of  these six top treatment outcomes. 

This consensus was based on a scoping review of aphasia OMIs (Wallace et al., 2020) and an 

aphasia expert consensus meeting incorporating the most highly published aphasia 

treatment researchers in the Web of Science database. This consensus yielded, a Research 

Outcome Measurement in Aphasia (ROMA) core outcome set for assessing three of the six 

prioritised treatment outcomes (see Figure 1: language, emotional well-being, QoL; 

(Wallace et al., 2018). In a second aphasia expert meeting, additional consensus was 

reached on how to assess communication (Wallace et al., 2021). Psychometrically sound 

OMIs to assess patient-reported impact of and satisfaction with treatment, respectively, are 

not yet available in aphasia rehabilitation and thus not yet included in the ROMA core 

outcome set (cf., Figure 1). The development of treatment impact/satisfaction OMIs is a key 

priority in aphasia rehabilitation research, and their construction should be informed by the 

recommendations of the Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials/COMET 

(http://www.comet-initiative.org) and COSMIN (http://www.cosmin.nl) initiatives (both 

weblinks last accessed on 20th October 2021). 
 

It is plausible though that top treatment outcome(s) vary for subgroups, depending on 

aphasia type and severity as well as stage post-stroke (Gallagher et al., 1993) and cultural 

group (Sanderson et al., 2012). This possibility also needs to be systematically examined in 

future studies to ensure that the determination of treatment success is based on criteria 

which are meaningful to the key stakeholder subgroup. 

http://www.comet-initiative.org/
http://www.cosmin.nl/
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Figure 1: Top treatment outcomes across stakeholder groups and the respective OMI 

included in the ROMA core outcome set (Wallace et al., 2021; Wallace et al., 2018). Expert 

consensus varied for the various treatment outcomes: The strongest consensus was 

reached for a psychometrically sound OMI to assess health-related quality of life (SAQOL- 

39g) (Hilari et al., 2003; Hilari et al., 2009) followed by an OMI to measure emotional well- 

being (GHQ-12) (Goldberg et al., 1997). Consensus was lower for OMIs to assess language 

(WAB-R) (Kertesz, 2007) and functional communication (The Scenario Test) (van der Meulen 

et al., 2010), respectively. 

 

In the preceding paragraphs, we summarized which treatment outcomes various 

stakeholder groups rated as top priorities. Where possible, we also presented information 

on the best available standardized OMI to assess the respective treatment outcome. In the 

following sections, we will discuss methodological approaches to determine whether a 

‘significant modification’ of therapy targets (in the sense of treatment success) is indeed 

reflected by the selected OMIs for a given stakeholder group. 
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APPROACHES TO DETERMINE IF A ‘SIGNIFICANT MODIFICATION’ OF THERAPY TARGETS IS 

CAPTURED BY AN OMI 
 

Aim 

 
Knowing which treatment outcomes are of top priority for a given stakeholder group and 

observing numerical gains from pre to post intervention is not sufficient to determine the 

success of an intervention. The main aim of this methodological paper is to present 

strategies for both aphasia researchers and clinicians to separate ‘random’ score changes 

from ‘true’ score changes. 

We differentiate between approaches that focus on the overall success of an intervention 

based on group-level data (mean changes from pre to post intervention, or between groups 

post intervention) versus approaches that allow inferences about an individual’s treatment 

success (exceeding a critical change score for a given OMI). 

Critical change scores at the individual level are required for providing evidence-based 

feedback on treatment outcome in routine clinical care. However, a critical change score is 

also needed to compute therapy response rates in treatment effectiveness trials. The 

response rate is the percentage of participants who were treated ‘per protocol’ (the on-

treatment group) and showed beneficial effects from pre to post intervention that were 

equal to or larger than the critical change score (‘treatment responders’). To date, large 

scale aphasia randomised controlled trials (RCTs) lack reports of such therapy response rates 

(Menahemi-Falkov et al., 2021). However, the treatment response rate in a given population 

should be reported in any aphasia intervention study. 

When discussing critical cut-off scores for determining individual treatment success, a 

further distinction will be made between the statistical versus the clinical significance of an 

individual change score. A statistically significant change score reflects a high probability 

(usually 95% or greater confidence, depending on the selected statistical threshold) that 

the observed change is real and did not occur by chance. A clinically significant change 

implies that the target stakeholder group considers the magnitude of the achieved change 

to be clinically meaningful. 
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Scope 

 
The overall success of an intervention based on group-level data 

 

Levels of scientific evidence for an intervention are based on the methodological quality of 

the study design on which the findings are based, particularly its validity. Treatment efficacy 

and effectiveness questions are most appropriately addressed by (systematic reviews with) 

meta-analyses of RCTs or n-of-1 trials (highest evidence level) or by sufficiently powered 

single (parallel or crossover) RCTs or observational studies with dramatic effect 

(https://www.cebm.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/CEBM-Levels-of-Evidence-2.1.pdf; 

last accessed on 20th October 2021). To determine the scientific evidence-base of a specific 

intervention, one should select the highest level of evidence available in the hierarchy. 

Evidence base derived from single trials 
 

Traditionally, reporting overall treatment effects in RCTs involves determining through 

appropriate statistical analyses whether the mean change score from pre to post treatment 

or the post treatment score in the intervention group/arm differs significantly at a pre- 

specified type-I error level (usually α = 0.05) from the mean change score or the post 

treatment score of a control group/arm with no (active ingredient of the) intervention of 

interest. The statistical comparisons are ideally conducted separately for each of the OMIs 

that have been selected as either primary (the most important outcome for the relevant 

stakeholder) or secondary outcomes for the study’s purposes. For the OMI selected as the 

study’s primary outcome, a statistically significant group/arm difference in mean 

change/post intervention score is interpreted as a demonstration of a treatment effect for 

the intervention. This group effect does not imply a significant treatment effect for every 

individual participant. As pointed out above, a statistically significant group treatment effect 

with an acceptable effect size in a RCT may be driven by only a proportion of the study’s 

sample, with the remaining sample not benefitting from the intervention (Menahemi-Falkov 

et al., 2021). 

The p-value of the statistical group/arm test statistic is not only affected by the ‘true’ size of 

the treatment effect, but also by the study’s sample size. The larger the sample size, the 

https://www.cebm.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/CEBM-Levels-of-Evidence-2.1.pdf
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more likely it is to find a significant group difference for a small intervention effect. 

Therefore, to quantify the magnitude of a treatment effect independently of sample size, 

estimates of the effect size are typically provided alongside the results of the statistical test. 

For example, Cohen's d is a widely used effect size for comparing the mean change scores of 

two independent groups. For equal sample sizes in both groups, and normally distributed 

continuous OMI scores, Cohen’s d is calculated by simply subtracting the mean score of one 

group from that of the other (M1 – M2), dividing the result by the pooled standard deviation 

(SD) of the change score. If SDs of the two groups/arms differ substantially (violating the 

assumption of homogeneity of variance), the SD of the control group/condition is applied 

instead of the pooled SD (Glass et al., 1981). Variations of Cohen’s d are available for unequal 

sample sizes, single-group pre versus post treatment designs (taking the correlation between 

the two assessments into account) and other applications. 

A useful resource for online calculation of effect sizes is: 

https://www.psychometrica.de/effect_size.html (Lenhard & Lenhard, 2016); website link 

last accessed on 20th October 2021). 
 

It is important to report the confidence interval of the effect size to see its potential range. If 

the confidence interval includes zero, the difference between the intervention and control 

groups is not statistically significant. With this in mind, effect size graphs (e.g., forest plots) 

typically provided in meta- analyses may be easier to comprehend. 

In statistics, all applications which express the size of the treatment effect relative to the 

variability observed in the respective study samples are referred to as ‘standardised mean 

difference (SMD)’ (Faraone, 2008). We will adopt this terminology (instead of referring to 

‘effect sizes’) in the following sections. 

SMD is equivalent to a 'z-score' of a standard normal distribution, i.e., a SMD = 1 indicates 

that the means of the two groups/arms differ by one SD, SMD= 2 refers to a difference of 

two standard deviations, and so forth. A SMD of 0 means that the distributions of the two 

https://www.psychometrica.de/effect_size.html
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groups completely overlap, i.e., there is no difference in means between groups/arms; and 

thus there is no evidence that the two treatments differ in benefit  conferred to the group. A 

SMD smaller than 0.2 implies that the size of the treatment effect is considered small 

(Cohen, 1988) even if the statistical comparison of the two means yielded a significant 

difference. Cohen’s qualitative operationalisation of treatment effect sizes applies to both a 

single effect size from a given RCT and the average effect size estimate from a meta-analysis. 

Recommendations are that the SMD should be at least 0.5 (equal to half a standard 

deviation difference in means, considered an intermediate effect size) to indicate a medium 

treatment effect; a SMD of at least 0.8 is often considered a large treatment effect (Cohen, 

1988). Interpretation of SMDs is not always straightforward. For example, the SMD is not 

directly affected by sample size. However, a small SMD may be induced by either a large shift 

in a “noisy” sample (with large inter-individual differences in change scores) or a small shift in 

a very homogenous sample. 

To illustrate the interpretation of a SMD, let us assume a SMD = 0.5, which is a realistic 

treatment effect expectation in aphasia RCTs comparing an intervention to a no- 

treatment/waiting list control condition (Breitenstein et al., 2017). Assuming a normal 

distribution of change scores, approximately two-thirds (69.1%) of the intervention group 

will show a difference in pre-post treatment performance above the mean difference of the 

groups, but one third will not; the intervention and control groups will overlap by 80% 

(Magnusson, 2020). Even with a larger SMD of 0.8, less than 80% of the participants in the 

intervention group will score above the mean of the groups, and the groups will overlap by 

70%. To summarise, the SMD index (particularly in combination with the associated 

confidence interval; (Kelley, 2007) provides information on the degree of overlap in change 

scores, but is not suitable to determine the percentage of participants in the intervention 

group that showed a treatment effect at the individual level. To compute the intervention’s 

response rate, individual participants need to be classified as responders versus or non-

responders based on a cut-off score for a given OMI (see section below). 

SMDs provide an estimate of the overall treatment effect for the primary/secondary outcomes 

in a single study and can also be used to contrast treatment effects for different outcomes or 

different subgroups. 
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Evidence derived from meta-analysis 

 

SMDs are also regularly applied to calculate the average magnitude of a treatment effect on 

a single outcome/construct across several (group) studies for the purpose of a secondary 

analysis such as meta-analysis (Baguley, 2009). However, the group studies compiled within 

a meta-analysis need to be comparable with respect to sample, outcome, and intervention 

characteristics to avoid (clinical and) statistical heterogeneity (Deeks et al., 2021). In other 

words, SMDs from diverse RCTs will produce meaningless results. 

A SMD is not expressed in the original measurement unit of the OMI because the mean 

(change) score is adjusted to the variability within the sample(s). An alternate effect size 

measure, however, the raw unstandardised mean difference (Higgins et al., 2021) is 

expressed in the original units of analysis. The mean difference is the raw difference in mean 

(change) scores of two groups or arms (mean 1 minus mean 2), generally presented in 

conjunction with a confidence interval. The use of mean difference instead of SMD is 

recommended when the OMI is identical across studies and when the OMI is measured on 

an intuitively meaningful scale (such as the aphasia quotient [AQ] of the Western Aphasia 

Battery – Revised [WAB-R]) (Kertesz, 2007). However, when comparing the two point 

estimates (SMD versus mean difference) directly with regard to bias and efficiency using 

Monte Carlo simulations (a repeated random sampling method), the SMD outperformed the 

mean difference when datasets had small sample sizes or, large within-study variability and 

when the data were not normally distributed (B. T. Johnson & Huedo-Medina, 2013). 

These latter features frequently apply to aphasia intervention data sets (Brady et al., 2016; 

Lazar & Antoniello, 2008). Therefore, the use of SMD as an effect size measure may be more 

appropriate unless samples sizes are sufficiently large. However, neither point estimate 

yielded an advantage in terms of bias and efficiency for datasets with high skewness and 

kurtosis. 
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Nevertheless, an application of the mean difference to delineate average treatment effects 

across aphasia rehabilitation studies for each of three different OMIs (one of which is 

incorporated in the ROMA core outcome set (see above: Wallace et al., 2018) was recently 

published (Gilmore et al., 2019).; Table 2 presents the mean differences (‘summary 

intervention effect estimates’ according to the Cochrane terminology for meta-analyses; 

https://handbook-5-

1.cochrane.org/chapter_9/9_analysing_data_and_undertaking_meta_analyses.htm [weblink 

last accessed on 20th October 2021) across studies for the three OMIs, separated for within- 

and between-group comparisons (with large benchmark differences for one of the OMIs). 

These benchmarks present either the mean score difference from pre to post intervention 

(within-group designs) or the mean score difference at the post assessment between the 

intervention and the control groups (between-group designs), averaged across the analysed 

studies, respectively. The resulting benchmarks (e.g., a WAB-R AQ change score of at least 

5.03, i.e., ≥6 points from pre to post intervention) represent the mean change/group 

difference scores across the analysed studies, but these benchmarks do not reflect cut-off 

scores to determine individual treatment success. 

 

Additionally, SMD and mean difference are indicators of statistical importance, not of 

clinical relevance as they simply indicate the average numerical magnitude of a treatment 

effect observed across several studies. 2 

 

 
Table 2: Mean differences (unstandardised) across trials and the respective 95% confidence 

intervals for the WAB-AQ, Boston Naming Test (Kaplan et al., 2002) and Communicative 

Effectiveness Index (Lomas et al., 1989) reported by (Gilmore et al., 2019) 

 

OMI Within-group designs 

Mean Difference (CI) 

Between-group designs 

Mean Difference (CI) 

WAB-AQ 5.03 points (3.95-6.10) 5.05 points (1.64-8.46) 

BNT 3.30 points (2.43-4.18) 0.55 points (-1.325-2.433, ns) 

CETI 10.37 points (6.08-14.66) Not available 

OMI = Outcome measurement instrument; MD = mean difference (unstandardised); 

CI = confidence interval, ns = no significant difference between treated and untreated 

groups across studies 

https://handbook-5-1.cochrane.org/chapter_9/9_analysing_data_and_undertaking_meta_analyses.htm
https://handbook-5-1.cochrane.org/chapter_9/9_analysing_data_and_undertaking_meta_analyses.htm
https://handbook-5-1.cochrane.org/chapter_9/9_analysing_data_and_undertaking_meta_analyses.htm
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In addition to the discussed effect sizes based on means, effect sizes can also be calculated 

based on binary data (e.g., depression rates as treatment outcome) or dichotomization of 

continuous measures. In the present paper, we do not focus on these effect sizes due to 

their current limited use in aphasia outcome research. The interested reader is referred to 

(Borenstein et al., 2009). 

In summary, Figure 2 provides an overview of recommended procedures to determine 

treatment success in aphasia rehabilitation. The figure differentiates approaches to (i) 

examine the overall efficacy/effectiveness of an intervention (‘Does it work or not?’), (ii) 

describe the magnitude of the overall treatment effect (‘How well does it work?’), and (iii) 

classify individual participants into treatment responders and non-responders (‘For whom 

does it work?’). 

With respect to the first approach (overall treatment effect), a p-value smaller than the pre- 

specified significance level α from a statistical test (t-test or ANOVA) is typically interpreted 

as suggesting that the intervention worked in the population and is not the product of purely 

random variation. A tutorial on statistical tests and the interpretation of their results is 

provided by (Greenland et al., 2016). The second approach (treatment effect sizes) provides 

detail on how large the effect is, numerically, on the group level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 An additional more recent method to evaluate average intervention effects, yet based on 

small-N designs (e.g., case-control series), is linear mixed-effects modeling, a type of multiple 

regression analysis. This method also yields a standardised treatment effect estimate for an 

OMI, but requires frequently repeated (e.g., daily) assessments of the OMI over the course 

of the treatment (Wiley & Rapp, 2019). 
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However, neither of these two group-based approaches is suitable to directly infer the 

clinical relevance of a score gain from pre to post intervention nor to determine treatment 

success for an individual with aphasia (or treatment responder rates within a study sample). 

Nevertheless, in some aphasia rehabilitation studies, large, statistically significant treatment 

effects at the group level have been interpreted as surrogates for clinically relevant 

(‘meaningful’) changes (Babbitt et al., 2016; Cherney, 2010; Elman & Bernstein-Ellis, 1999; 

Gilmore et al., 2019; Godecke et al., 2020; Katz & Wertz, 1997; Persad et al., 2013; Wenke et 

al., 2018). Large treatment effects are, of course, more meaningful than smaller treatment 

effects. For judgments of clinical relevance, however, it is essential that the relevant 

stakeholder group considers the outcome as meaningful. The stakeholder group not only has 

to perceive a treatment effect in everyday life performance after the intervention is 

terminated, but also needs to view the perceived change as important (Middel & van 

Sonderen, 2002). We will discuss this issue in more detail below in the section on 

determining individual treatment success. 
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Figure 2: Overview of procedures to determine the success of an intervention (based on study samples) and individual treatment success (based 

predominantly on the patient perspective and clinician prescription needs). SDC = smallest detectable change; MIC = minimal important change; 
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p ≤ α (α usually 0.05); AN(C)OVA = analysis of (co-)variance; OMI = outcome measurement instrument; SMD = standardised mean difference; 

MD = mean difference; SEm = standard error of the measurement. 
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Individual success of an intervention 
 

Although summary SMDs and mean differences for OMIs based on group data are useful to 

quantify the overall effect of the intervention of interest, particularly when used in meta-

analyses, they are not suitable for assessing treatment success of individual participants. 

Determination of individual treatment success requires benchmarks to classify individuals 

with positive versus no effect or even negative treatment outcomes. 
 

In the following section we therefore discuss best practice approaches in medical outcome 

research to determine treatment success for an individual person with aphasia (de Vet & 

Terwee, 2010). 

a) Statistically significant change scores at the individual level 
 

We start with distribution-based approaches to identify benchmarks of a statistically 

significant treatment response at the individual level. Improvement from pre to post 

intervention is commonly measured by the individual’s change score (post-treatment score 

minus pre-treatment score) in the relevant OMI. However, scores of repeated 

administrations of the same measure frequently differ even when testing conditions match 

closely and no interim intervention period occurred. The observed test scores are subject to 

random score fluctuations due to the imprecision of the test, defined as standard error of 

measurement (SEm). The SEm is not to be confused with the standard error of the mean 

(SEM) in statistics (an estimate based on the group’s standard deviation divided by the 

square root of its sample size) which indicates how far a group’s mean value is likely to vary 

from the ‘true’ (population) mean. The SEm, on the other hand, reflects the discrepancy 

between the observed and the ‘true’ score of a single person. The rationale for calculating 

SEm is based on the model of classical (psychometric) test theory (Lord & Novick, 1968) 

which postulates that an observed test score is the sum of an individual’s latent ‘true’ score 

plus the OMI’s measurement error, and neither of which the latter two is directly 

observable. The ‘true’ score is the score expected if an individual was assessed on an 

infinite number of occasions with a given test and thus reflects a constant ‘trait’ of the 

individual. The SEm is equal to the deviation of the observed from the ‘true’ score due to 

random measurement effects (e.g., fatigue, inattention). 
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The SEm is a function of the variability (SD) of observed scores in the OMI’s evaluation 

sample at the baseline assessment (based on the assumption that individual error variances 

are approximately equal in the population) (cf., Willmes, 1985) and the precision (reliability) 

of the OMI, expressed in the original units of the OMI: 

 
 

* More precisely, the formula refers to the standard error of measurement = SEmeas, , the 

acronym suggested by (McManus, 2012) 

The reliability of a test expresses the degree of agreement of the observed scores with the 

‘true’ scores of the participants (i.e., precision). When the OMI is perfectly reliable (i.e., 

reliability = 1), the SEm is zero (SDOMI x 0 = 0), indicating that any assessment with the OMI 

yields an identical score for a given individual and any observed score is identical with the 

individual’s ‘true’ score. On the opposite, with a completely unreliable OMI, the SEm is close 

(or equal) to the variability of observed scores in the OMI’s evaluation sample (SDOMI). 

SEm estimation requires stability of the measured construct (parallel or tau-equivalent 

measures)3 across repeated assessments with the same OMI. If this stability assumption is 

violated (i.e., if the ‘true‘ score has changed from the first to the second assessment), the 

formula does not yield an accurate reflection of the SEm due to overestimation of the 

measurement error. If the stability assumption applies, all available reliability estimates 

(parallel test versions, internal consistency, split-half, test-retest, structural equation 

modelling) may be applied to estimate the SEm (Danner, 2016). The different approaches 

may yield different reliability estimates, but a given OMI has only one reliability. 

In principle, the intended application of the test score(s) determines which of the various 

reliability estimates is most appropriate. Test-retest reliability estimates are recommended 

 
 

3 Basic requirements for reliability estimation in classical test theory are parallel (or less 

strictly tau-equivalent) measures, i.e., (1) stability of subjects’ ‘true’ scores (traits) across 

repeated assessments with the same test (or a constant ‘true’ score change for all 

individuals of the reference population) and (2) the test administrations have identical error 

variances and thus observed score variances in the reference population (for tau-equivalent 

measures the error variances may differ). 

SEm* = SDOMI × -√(1 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝑀𝐼) 
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when “the measurement errors of primary concern are the fluctuations of an examinee's 

observed scores around the true score because of temporary changes in the examinee's 

state” (Crocker & Algina, 2008, p. 133). 

Accordingly, the authors of the COSMIN manual (Mokkink, Boers, van der Vleuten, Patrick, et 

al., 2020) recently recommended a point estimate of reliability for calculation of the SEm (as 

part of the formula to determine the Smallest Detectable Change/SDC across repeated 

assessments, see below) that is computed as the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC: two- 

factor mixed model, single measure, absolute agreement variant) for test-retest data.4 Test- 

retest reliability estimates such as the ICC (agreement/single measure variant)5, which are 

based on ratios of variance components, are in principle suitable reliability estimates to 

detect minimal score changes between assessments because the variance between repeated 

assessments (without intermittent intervention) is accounted for. If the ‘true’ test score 

remains stable from the first assessment to the retest, any observed score difference will be 

attributable to (random) measurement error. 

However, the requirement of stable ‘true’ scores may not hold when a test is repeated after 

weeks or months. Even in healthy subjects, it is unlikely that individual ‘true’ scores remain 

identical across repeated assessments spaced apart by weeks or months – except for highly 

stable ‘traits’ like intelligence or personality factors. In stroke samples, stable ‘true’ scores 

are even less likely because of spontaneous recovery and other plasticity processes of the 

brain, particularly in the early stages post-stroke, but which may last for years after the 

initial stroke for functions such as language (L. Johnson et al., 2019; Sachs et al., 2020; 

Smania et al., 2010), as well as cognitive and emotional fluctuations or concomitant 

neurodegenerative processes affecting task performance. Then, any score difference from 

the first assessment to the retest will not be attributable to random measurement error 

 

4 In case of rating scales with two or more raters the computation of generalizability 

coefficients or kappa coefficients was proposed by the COSMIN group (Mokkink, Boers, van 

der Vleuten, Patrick, et al., 2020). 

5 Other variants of the ICC (consistency/single measure variant or average variants) as well 

as the Pearson correlation coefficient are less suitable because systematic score level 

differences between assessments are of no concern (McGraw & Wong, 1996; also cf., 

Mokkink, Boers, van der Vleuten, Patrick, et al., 2020, p.37). 
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alone but may be affected by a large intra-individual variability regarding changes in ‘true’ 

scores. Thus, the assumption of stability of ‘true’ scores (or a constant score change for all 

individuals of the reference population) across repeated assessments may not hold in post- 

stroke aphasia samples. With few exceptions to date (see Table 3 below), test-retest 

intervals for common aphasia OMIs comprised several weeks (or in the case of the WAB 

evaluation even years) – or entirely lacked the assessment of test-retest reliability during the 

test evaluation process. 

With very short test-retest intervals (e.g., two days), changes in ‘true’ scores may be 

negligible even in post-stroke aphasia samples, particularly in the chronic stage post-stroke. 

However, the repeated administration of a performance test requiring several hours of 

language stimulation (particularly for tests tapping on a specific language component like 

single word naming) may have the effect of a high intensity intervention, leading to changes 

in ‘true’ scores in this population (also see Ellis et al., 2014, who demonstrated that the 

largest treatment effects in aphasia rehabilitation typically occur within the first three 

sessions). 

When the assumption of stability of ‘true’ scores is violated, a low test-retest reliability 

estimate can reflect either the low reliability of the test instrument or an instability of the 

measured construct. Test-retest reliability has thus been considered a “somewhat inaccurate 

estimate of the theoretical reliability coefficient” (Crocker & Algina, 2008, p. 134). The 

COSMIN author group also explicitly stated in their recommendations that “patients should 

be stable with regard to the construct to be measured between the repeated 

measurements” (Mokkink, Boers, van der Vleuten, Patrick, et al., 2020, p. 33; see also 

Rousson, 2011, for applying test-retest reliability estimates for the Smallest Detectable 

Change calculation). 
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Reliability estimates based on a single assessment (such as Cronbach’s alpha)6 have been 

recommended in situations in which ‘true’ score consistency cannot be expected across time 

(Willmes, 1985). The so-called ’internal consistency reliability estimates’ examine how 

consistently the individual responds to similar items of the test instrument. It is also 

assumed that responses will be similar for all other possible items measuring the same 

construct. Cronbach’s alpha, the standard psychometric index of a test’s internal 

consistency, ‘simulates’ repeated test administrations by treating the individual items of a 

test as if they were separate assessments. This assumes that the various items of a test 

measure the same (unidimensional) construct, i.e., all items of the test measure the same 

‘true’ score variable (with possibly different error variances and a constant difference in item 

difficulty). This assumption should be probed by exploratory/confirmatory factor analysis for 

any OMI prior to applying Cronbach’s alpha to SEm/Smallest Detectable Change calculations. 

If the model of unidimensionality does not hold, but the error variables of the items are 

uncorrelated (i.e., there is no other latent variable than the one true-score variable that 

contributes to the covariation of items), then Cronbach’s alpha is a lower bound to the 

reliability of the total score (Lord & Novick, 1968). 

Furthermore, aphasia sample sizes for estimating an OMI’s internal consistency (such as 

Cronbach’s alpha) frequently exceeded 100 whereas sample sizes to estimate test-retest 

reliability were generally much smaller (most frequently n ≤ 20). This difference in sample 

size numbers may be due to the additional burden of carrying out a second assessment for 

test-retest reliability estimation. Given the current considerable sample size differences, 

confidence intervals for the reliability point estimates based on repeated assessments will be 

much wider than confidence intervals based on a single assessment (cf., Table 3). A practical 

advantage of using Cronbach’s alpha is that the coefficient is routinely reported in 

 
 

6 Alternatively, the split-half reliability coefficient with “upgrading” to the full test length via 

the Spearman-Brown formula may also be applied. Parallel versions of the same test are less 

frequent in aphasia rehabilitation, but the Pearson correlation between parallel versions 

would also be adequate. For either reliability estimate, the model of ‘essentially tau parallel’ 

measures needs to hold. If only the weaker model of ‘tau-congeneric’ measures holds, 

McDonald’s omega is the reliability estimate of choice (Padilla, 2019). 
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psychometric evaluation studies of OMIs in aphasia rehabilitation, so the SEm/Smallest 

Detectable Change calculation should be already feasible for the most common aphasia 

outcome measures. 

To summarise, when selecting a reliability estimate for SEm calculation, there is a trade-off 

between possibly (a) overestimating the measurement error of an OMI when using a test- 

retest reliability estimate (such as the ICC single measure/agreement variant) because 

changes in ‘true’ score are inseparable from measurement error of the test instrument 

versus (b) underestimating the SEm when using a consistency reliability estimate (such as 

Cronbach’s alpha) because the unidimensionality assumption may not hold for the OMI. We 

illustrated this trade-off in Table 3 (adapted from Menahemi-Falkov et al., 2021) by 

comparing SEm and Smallest Detectable Change based on reliability estimates requiring 

single (Cronbach’s alpha) versus repeated (test retest) test administrations for common 

aphasia OMIs, highlighting the (in some cases) discrepancies, particularly for an OMI 

assessing self-reported quality of life. 

 

To probe the practical effects of applying different reliability estimates, we calculated SEm 

and Smallest Detectable Change based on both Cronbach’s alpha and the ICC recommended 

by the COSMIN group (Mokkink, Boers, van der Vleuten, Patrick, et al., 2020; ICC variant: 

two way mixed, agreement, single measures) for two test instruments for which both 

reliability estimates were available (see Table 3). There were only minor differences in SEm/ 

Smallest Detectable Change for an overall language measure (the German Aachen Aphasia 

Test/AAT) and a standardised measure of verbal communication (German version of the 

Amsterdam Nijmegen Everyday Language Test/ANELT)., yet with a narrower confidence 

interval for Cronbach’s alpha compared to the ICC (confidence intervals were available for 

only one of the two measures) due to much larger sample sizes for estimating Cronbach’s 

alpha (based on a single assessment). Overall, the two reliability estimates yielded highly 

comparable reliability coefficients (particularly with a very short test-retest interval of two 

days, as was the case for the AAT evaluation sample). Therefore, they should yield very 

similar treatment responder rates in intervention studies when calculating Smallest 

Detectable Changes. 
 

As a future scenario, we recommend that test-retest indices (e.g., two-way 

mixed/agreement/single measure variant of the ICC) are calculated in evaluation studies of 
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aphasia OMIs that are based on appropriate test-retest intervals and sufficiently large 

sample sizes (preferably exceeding n=100). The appropriate test-retest interval depends on 

the stage post-stroke and the construct to be measured; it should be long enough to 

minimise memory or practice effects, yet short enough to avoid changes in 'true' score 

(Crocker & Algina, 2008)7. Statistical approaches to plan sample size calculation for 

achieving sufficiently high reliabilities in OMI evaluation studies are discussed elsewhere 

(Charter, 2008; Terry & Kelley, 2012). Samples also need to be representative for the 

targeted population (e.g., a clinically relevant population of post-stroke aphasia), and within 

these populations, benchmarks such as SEm and Smallest Detectable Change may need to 

be calculated separately for various subgroups, respectively. An additional future 

requirement for OMI evaluations is to use a standard test evaluation setting which is not 

part of a randomised control design because treatment expectations may induce additional 

systematic error between repeated (baseline) assessments. 

 

With respect to the interpretation of the SEm, we noted some misconceptions in the 

literature. The SEm can be considered one standard deviation of the mean error of a 

measurement. As such, SEm may also be used in combination with an individual’s observed 

score from a single assessment to construct the upper and lower confidence interval bounds 

of the actual scores likely to be obtained given an individual’s ‘true’ score8. 

 

Assuming normally distributed scores, there is a 68% confidence that, given an individual 

with some fixed but unknown true score, the spread of actual scores will be between 

plus/minus one SEm around the observed score (or with a 96% confidence between 

plus/minus two SEm). Imagine an individual scored 50 on the WAB-R AQ. In combination 

with the OMI’s SEm (3.56 points for the WAB-R AQ based on the test-retest reliability 

 

7 An alternate option is that parallel versions of a test may be administered for repeated 

assessments to disentangle changes in ‘true’ scores from measurement error (e.g., using bi- 

factor models; Mokkink, Boers, van der Vleuten, Bouter, et al., 2020, p.31). 

8 More precisely, this is the definition for the standard error of measurement = SEmeas 

according to (McManus, 2012), which needs to be differentiated from the other two types of 

SEm, which are the standard error of estimation = SEest and the standard error of prediction 

= SEpred. 
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reported in the original psychometric evaluation study by Shewan & Kertesz, 1980; also cf., 

Menahemi-Falkov et al., 2021), a confidence interval can be defined where this individual is 

likely to score if the OMI would be administered again under the same conditions (i.e., 

without a therapy-induced change of the ‘true’ score). This (68%) confidence interval will 

stretch from 46.44 (observed score of 50 minus one SEm) to 53.56 points (observed score of 

50 plus one SEm). This is the amount of score variation that needs to be expected simply by 

random fluctuations (i.e., imprecision of the test). However, the SEm is not a benchmark of a 

‘statistically significant change’ of the (‘true’) test score of an individual. 

 

The general formula for calculating a 90 or 95% confidence interval of a SEm (assuming a 

standard normally distributed error variable) is: 

 

 

with YOMI representing the individual’s score on the OMI, ‘z-score’ is the (1-alpha/2) – 

quantile of the standard normal distribution needed to compute the two-sided confidence 

interval boundary values (z = 1.96 for 95% confidence; z = 1.65 for 90% confidence) and 

SDOMI is the OMI’s standard deviation in the evaluation sample. 

 

To summarize, the SEm is an estimation of the expected random score variation when no 

‘true’ change has occurred between repeated assessments (Furlan & Sterr, 2018). Successful 

treatment outcome, however, implies that the ‘true’ score of an individual has changed in 

the desired direction. The most frequently used change index of an OMI is the Smallest 

Detectable Change (also referred to as Minimal Detectable Change/MDC in the literature). 

The Smallest Detectable Change is a cut-off value which indicates the minimum change 

score required to be considered a ‘true’ change that can be detected beyond measurement 

error with a certain confidence (de Vet & Terwee, 2010). If an 

individual’s change score is smaller than the Smallest Detectable Change cut-off score, it is 

considered indistinguishable from measurement error due to the imperfect reliability of the 

OMI. The Smallest Detectable Change is based on the SEm (see above for formula) and is 

calculated using the following formula: 

 

CISEmeas = YOMI +/- z-score * SDOMI * √(1 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝑀𝐼) 

Smallest Detectable Change = SEm x z-score x √2 
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The standard (two-sided) confidence levels applied to Smallest Detectable Change cut-off 

scores are 90 and 95% (SDC90 and SDC95), but (a two-sided) 90% confidence is regarded as 

sufficient for interventions unlikely to have serious adverse outcomes (Chen et al., 2012; 

Donoghue et al., 2009). There is an additional argument for choosing a more liberal type I 

error level of 10% (two-sided) in clinical populations like PWA: with a liberal type-I error 

level, the type-II error level, i.e., the error of ‘overlooking’ a ‘true’ difference, is reduced. In 

Table 3 we provide the cut-off scores for an individual treatment success for common 

aphasia OMIs based on a systematic review of intervention effects in post-stroke aphasia 

rehabilitation (Menahemi-Falkov et al., 2021). 
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Table 3: Comparisons of smallest detectable change cut-off scores (SDC90) for individual treatment success based on different reliability estimates (internal 

consistency versus test-retest) for various aphasia outcome measurement instruments (adapted from Menahemi-Falkov et al., 2021) 
 

    n for 
n for ICC 

(stage 
post- 

stroke) 

 
Mean 

ICC test- 
retest 

interval 

          

 

Language 
Theoretical 
OMI score 

range 

coefficient 
alpha 

(stage post- 

Coefficient 
alpha (α) 

ICC1agreement 
(test-retest) 

CI for 
coefficient 

alpha 

CI for ICC 
agreement 

SEm5 
α / ICC 

SDC90 

α / ICC 

  stroke)       

 

BNT 
 

English 
 

0-60 
75 

(stage not 
reported) 

   

0.98 
 

- 
Not 

reported 

 

- 
 

2.69/- 
 

6.22/- 

   Not  median: Not 
reported 
for WAB 

AQ 
(0.91 for entire 

WAB) 

0.97     

 

WAB 
AQ3 

 
English 

 
0-100 

reported 
for WAB 

AQ 
(entire WAB: 
n=140, stage 
not reported) 

 

38 
(chronic) 

18.5 
months 

(range: 
6 months 

to 6.5 
years) 

(only Pearson 
correlation 
coefficient 

reported for 
WAB AQ) 

 

Not 
reported 

 

Not 
reported 

-/3.56 -/8.26 

(reliability 
estimate: 
Pearson) 

ANELT 
A-scale 

German 10-50 
150 

(chronic) 
78 

(chronic) 
21 days 0.95 0.932 0.94-0.96 0.90-0.96 

2.44 / 
2.88 

5.65 / 
6.68 

AAT 
profile 
height 

 

German 
20-80 

(T-score 
range) 

120 
(mixed) 

20 
(chronic) 

 

2 days 
 

0.9964 
 

0.99 

 

4 Not 
reported 

0.634 / 
0.744 

1.4 / 
1.72 

 

CETI 
 

English 
 

0-100 
22 

(mixed) 

 

11 
~60 
days 

 

0.90 
0.94 

(ICC variant not 
reported) 

Not 
reported 

 

0.87-0.99 
4.96 / 
3.84 

11.53 / 
8.91 

 
English 1-5 

71 
(chronic) 

18 
(chronic) 

7 days 0.95 0.91 0.93-0.96 0.76-0.97 
0.16 / 
0.21 

0.36 / 
0.49 

SAQOL- 
39g 

           

 
German 

 
1-5 

 
154/526 
(chronic) 

 
78/536 

(chronic) 

 
21 days 

 
0.91/0.926 

 
0.73/0.806 

 
0.88-0.93 
0.88-0.956 

 
0.60-0.82 
0.68-0.886 

0.17 
(0.166) / 

0.29 

0.39 
(0.376)/ 

0.67 

          (0.256) (0.586) 
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BNT = Boston Naming Test; WAB AQ = Western Aphasia Battery Aphasia; ANELT = Amsterdam Nijmegen Everyday Language Test; AAT = Aachen 

Aphasia Test; CETI = Communicative Effectiveness Index. SAQOL-39g: Stroke and Aphasia Quality of Life Scale 39 generic version; n = sample size; 

ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient, CI = confidence interval; SEm = standard error of measurement; SDC90 =smallest detectable change with 

90% confidence; 
1: ICC variant: 2-way random/mixed, single measures; 
2: Parallel test versions used at the two assessments; 
3Please note that the aphasia quotient/AQ of the revised version of the WAB (WAB-R) has not been psychometrically evaluated to date. An 

exception is the recent publication by (Dekhtyar et al., 2020) who compared in-person versus videoconference administration of the WAB-R in a 

small sample of n=20 chronic PWA and reported an AQ ICC (agreement variant; not reported whether single or average measures ICC type was 

applied) = 0.99, CI = 0.978-0.998 (test-retest interval: 7-14 days, SD = 22.17 for in-person/22.68 for videoconference administration). 
4 The AAT profile height estimate is computed differently as a reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) weighted average of subtest T-scores. No confidence 

interval is reported. 

5Estimates presented for SEm are based on the formula for the standard error of the measurement (SEmeas = SDOMI × -√(1 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝑀𝐼); 

formulas for calculation of the two other types of SEm (SEest = SDOMI × -√𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝑀𝐼 𝑥 (1 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝑀𝐼) and SEpred = = SDOMI × - 
 

√(1 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑂𝑀𝐼)2) are described in McManus (2012). 
6results for subgroup with moderate to mild language comprehension impairment based on AAT (T ≥50; n=53) to match the standardisation 

sample of the original English SAQOL-39g. 
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So, when an individual’s change score from pre to post treatment is equal to or larger than 

the OMI’s SDC90, the change can be considered statistically significantly different from a 

change of zero in the ‘true’ score with a 90% confidence (two-sided). Here is an example: 

The SDC90 for the WAB-R AQ in chronic post-stroke aphasia has been estimated at 

8.26 points (see Table 3; the benchmark has been reported in Menahemi-Falkov et al., 

2021)9. If an individual scored 50 on the WAB-R AQ at the baseline assessment, the post- 

treatment score would have to be at least (50 + 8.26 =) 58.26 points to be considered a 

statistically significant improvement in ‘true’ performance level with 90% confidence. A 

deterioration in scores from baseline to post-treatment would be considered statistically 

significant if the post-treatment score is equal to or smaller than (50 - 8.26 =) 41.74 points 

(again with 90% confidence). Any post-treatment score between 41.74 and 58.26 points thus 

potentially represents random fluctuation compared to the baseline score. This example also 

shows that the confidence interval for a given test score may stretch across traditional 

boundaries of aphasia severity classification levels (50 is the cut-off score between severe 

and moderate aphasia on the WAB-R AQ). To demonstrate a statistically significant 

individual treatment success, an individual change score from pre to post treatment needs 

to be equal to or exceed the SDC in the desired direction. It is noted that for the WAB-R AQ, 

the SDC90 cut-off score is about one third larger than the mean score difference observed 

across studies for the group level (≥6 points; see above). For other OMI’s in aphasia 

rehabilitation, the discrepancy between group-level and individual benchmarks may be even 

larger. 

 

It might seem surprising that the individual’s benchmark for a statistically reliable change on 

the WAB-AQ (SDC= 8.26) exceeds the frequently reported 5-point benchmark of ‘clinical 

significance’ for WAB-AQ change scores (e.g., Babbitt et al., 2016; Cherney, 2010; Elman & 

Bernstein-Ellis, 1999; Eom & Sung, 2016; Falconer & Antonucci, 2012; Godecke et al., 2020; 

Katz & Wertz, 1997; Kempler & Goral, 2011; Maher et al., 2006; Mozeiko et al., 2018; Peach 

et al., 2019; Persad et al., 2013). The 5-point benchmark, however, has been introduced “as 

the amount of change clinicians might accept as indicating improvement” (Katz & Wertz, 

 

9 The WAB-R AQ benchmark for a statistically significant individual change score will 

presumably be higher in acute stroke samples because of greater sample variability and thus 

a larger SEm. This needs to be addressed in future studies. 
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1997, p. 501) and is not based on a formal clinical consensus process or an anchor-based 

approach involving relevant stakeholder groups (see section below on “Clinically significant 

change scores”) and should be interpreted accordingly. This is particularly important given 

that the mean WAB-AQ score difference between two assessments without (reported) 

intermittent intervention yielded 5.32 points in the original WAB evaluation study for a 

sample of n=38 persons with chronic post-stroke aphasia (Shewan & Kertesz, 1980). 

It is feasible, however, that the SDC cut-off scores reported in Table 3 will be lower in future 

aphasia OMI evaluation studies with sufficiently large sample sizes. As an example, in the 

recently completed Australian COMPARE trial [study protocol: Rose et al., 2019; results not 

yet published], the individual benchmark for the WAB-R AQ was recalculated based on 

n=152 participants with chronic post-stroke aphasia (who underwent two assessments with 

the WAB-R-AQ spaced >31 days apart prior to commencing the study intervention). Given a 

smaller standard deviation (18.28 WAB-R AQ points) in this sample compared to the original 

(smaller) WAB evaluation sample, the SDC90 equaled 7.09 and was thus about 1 point lower 

compared to the WAB-R-AQ benchmark calculation reported in Table 3 (which was based on 

the original WAB evaluation study with n = 38 PWA). The benchmark for a clinically 

meaningful change (see below for definition) on the WAB-R AQ still needs to be determined 

following a formal consensus protocol and involving people with aphasia. 

In general, besides determining individual treatment success, the Smallest Detectable 

Change may also be applied in group studies to determine the intervention response rate, 

which is the proportion of study participants with a change score equal to or larger than the 

primary outcome’s Smallest Detectable Change benchmark. To date, intervention response 

rates have rarely been reported in aphasia intervention trials or in systematic reviews on 

treatment outcome and maintenance (Menahemi-Falkov et al., 2021), despite being easy to 

calculate and easily understood by all stakeholder groups. Individual response rates in 

aphasia rehabilitation intervention studies – in addition to significant group differences - 

complement the intervention’s evidence base and support subgroup analyses of treatment 

effects and should thus be routinely reported in aphasia intervention studies. 

In addition, reporting of the exact 95% (binomial) confidence interval (Clopper & Pearson, 

1934) for the underlying response probability is also important. Determining this confidence 

interval requires the number of responders and the study sample size as entries in freely 
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accessible online confidence interval calculation software (such as https://sample- 

size.net/confidence-interval-proportion/; weblink last accessed 20th October 2021]. 

Interpretation of the data would indicate that an intervention has a responder probability 

between the lower and upper confidence interval bounds (with 95% confidence, depending 

on the selected confidence level). 

Analysing individual responses can help to reveal profiles of treatment responders versus 

non-responders (Fridriksson & Hillis, 2021), so it is critical to have comprehensive participant 

descriptors in clinical trials. Recent consensus-based research has established international 

and multidisciplinary agreement on minimum reporting requirements for participant 

characteristics in aphasia research (Isaacs et al., 2021). The resulting profiles may be used to 

develop individually tailored therapies and to inform inclusion criteria for future clinical trials 

using a particular intervention. Last but not least, a dichotomous classification of treatment 

responses into success and failure allows determination of the intervention’s 'odds ratio 

(OR)', which is an indicator of the association strength between two events (e.g., 

intervention and outcome) and which is a further common treatment effect measure used in 

the medical field. 

In routine clinical care, reporting treatment response rates will contribute to raising realistic 

hopes for PWA starting a particular intervention and will also allow comparison of the 

response rates across treatment centres as part of a quality assurance strategy. 

 
 

b) Clinically significant change scores 
 

The statistical significance of an individual (or group) change score does not necessarily 

correspond to its clinical benefit: A statistically significant change may be numerically so 

small that the effect is considered clinically irrelevant. Vice versa, statistically non-significant 

changes may be clinically highly relevant. The benchmark to determine a clinically significant 

improvement on a given OMI is the Minimal Important Change (de Vet & Terwee, 2010). In 

the literature Minimally Important Difference and Minimal Clinically Important Difference 

are frequently used as synonyms. We will avoid the latter terms here to adhere to the 

COSMIN guidelines which discourage the term ‘differences’ when referring to longitudinal 

‘changes’ in an individual person (de Vet & Terwee, 2010). 

https://sample-size.net/confidence-interval-proportion/
https://sample-size.net/confidence-interval-proportion/
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The Minimal Important Change for an OMI is defined as the smallest change score above 

which treatment outcome is experienced as relevant or meaningful by the relevant 

stakeholder group (PWA, their relatives/carers, clinicians, funders – depending on the 

study’s aim). For computation of the Minimal Important Change, the OMI’s change score 

from pre to post treatment is related to an independent external standard, the 

‘anchor’. The ‘anchor’ measure needs to be meaningful for the respective stakeholder group 

and can be bio- or physiological, performance-based (objective tests) or subjective (e.g., 

patient- or clinician-reported rating scales or questionnaires). Critically, the ‘anchor’ and the 

respective OMI should have a moderate to high correlation (r ≥ 0.5) to demonstrate that 

they measure a comparable construct (Devji et al., 2020). An OMI can have one or multiple 

‘anchors’, depending on the purpose. 
 

For the key stakeholder group of PWA, the ‘anchor(s)’ should reflect "the extent to which 

changes in a patient's functioning or wellbeing meets the patient's needs or expectations” 

(Ware, 1992, p. 3). Frequently used patient-defined ‘anchors’ are (a) the patient’s overall 

rating of perceived change (‘anchor’ question), (b) a patient’s overall rating of satisfaction 

with the treatment and (c) a patient-reported score or item derived from a questionnaire 

(Devji et al., 2020). Patient-defined ‘anchors’ are predominantly patient-reported outcome 

measures (PROMs), but this is not a requirement as long as the PWA stakeholder group 

considers the ‘anchor’ to be meaningful (e.g., a clinical endpoint). 

To date, ‘anchors’ have rarely been defined in stroke outcome research (van Bloemendaal et 

al., 2012). In the recent randomized controlled ‘Big CACTUS’ trial, at least 10% improvement 

in a study-specific naming task was considered a ‘clinically meaningful’ change (Palmer et al., 

2019). This criterion was derived from discussions with clinicians on the trial team and the 

aphasia patient-and-public-involvement (PPI) group. For standardised communication or 

language OMIs in aphasia rehabilitation, Minimal Important Changes have not been 

identified. Their development should be a key research endeavour for future studies in the 

field. 

The one exception is the estimation of the Minimal Important Change for the Singapore 

version of the Stroke and Aphasia Quality of Life scale -39 item generic version (SAQOL-39g) 

in stroke survivors with and without aphasia (Guo et al., 2015). This study used a clinician- 

reported measure of global disability, the modified Rankin scale (mRS) (Broderick et al., 
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2017), as an ‘anchor’ for SAQOL-39g change scores. Change by at least one mRS level (total 

score range: 0-6) was considered clinically meaningful by the authors. Based on the mRS 

change scores from baseline (3 months post-stroke) to follow-up (12 months post-stroke), 

stroke survivors were grouped into (1) improvement of at least one level, (2) stable 

performance and (3) decline of at least one level. For each of the three subgroups, SAQOL- 

39g scores of the baseline and follow-up assessments were statistically compared. These 

analyses yielded a statistically significant SAQOL-39g change for the ‘improved’ mRS group 

only. Minimal Important Change was defined as the average SAQOL-39g change score from 

baseline to follow-up in the ‘improved’ group (0.21 points). Therefore, an improvement of at 

least 0.21 points on the SAQOL-39g can be considered a clinically meaningful change in 

stroke survivors with and without aphasia in the first year post-stroke, but the statistical 

benchmark for a significant change is much higher (SDC90 = 0.39 for the English SAQOL-39g; 

cf., Table 3). The study requires replication in an appropriately powered aphasia sample to 

determine the validity of the mRS as an ‘anchor’ for aphasia treatment success. 

On the face of it, the mRS seems inappropriate as an anchor for aphasia trials. Consider a 

person with Broca’s aphasia who was a professional radio show host, who is able to look 

after themselves independently, but cannot return to work because of speech and 

communication difficulties. The person would have to recover normal speech and 

communication to return to work in order to improve from a mRS score of 2 (“Slight 

disability: Able to look after own affairs without assistance, but unable to carry out all 

previous activities”) to 1 (“No significant disability. Able to carry out all usual activities, 

despite some symptoms”). Furthermore, given that the mRS utilises an ordinal scale, it has 

never been demonstrated to our knowledge that a score change from 2 to 1 indicates the 

same degree of improvement as, for example, a score improvement from 3 to 2. 

Additionally, a patient-defined ‘anchor’ may be more clinically relevant and to date more 

sophisticated (logistic regression modelling) approaches for Minimal Important Change 

determination are available (Terluin et al., 2015; Terwee et al., 2021). The study by Guo et al. 

(2015) did, however, show that the general application of an ‘anchor- based’ approach is 

feasible in a stroke sample including PWA. 
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Whereas psychometric properties of (primary) OMIs should adhere to stringent 

methodological standards (Mokkink et al., 2016), ‘anchors’ may be highly subjective 

measures. Until more refined ‘anchor’ measures are available in aphasia rehabilitation, the 

participant’s overall rating of perceived treatment impact on their communication could be 

used. ‘Acceptability’ of the treatment might be used as a separate ‘anchor’ question. We 

are aware that this ‘anchor question’ may not be ideal because there may be circumstances 

outside the aphasia treatment itself leading to a perceived non-impact or lack of 

acceptability of treatment (e.g., concomitant other medical problems), but this may be an 

intrinsic problem of every patient-reported ‘anchor’. It may be helpful to determine 

separate Minimal Important Change scores for each of the relevant stakeholder groups to   

illustrate the degree of agreement or disparity. 
 

A recent guideline proposed that ‘anchor’ questions should include a specific time frame 

(Devji et al., 2020). For aphasia outcome research, the following ‘anchor’ question referring 

to treatment impact may be used: “How much has your [communication/language/quality of 

life/general well-being, depending on the OMI] changed since your last visit/since the 

treatment started?” . Responses can vary on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from -2= ‘much 

worse’, - 1 = ‘slightly worse’, 0= ‘no change’, +1 = ‘slightly improved’, +2= ‘much improved’ to 

+3 = ‘completely recovered’, as has been proposed by (Revicki et al., 2008). People with 

aphasia should be involved in determining the cut-off level for a perceived ‘important’ 

change (‘slightly’ or ‘much’ or ‘completely’ improved/recovered). This ‘anchor’ question may 

be used for estimating the Minimal Important Change for a study’s primary outcome. 

Additionally, participants may be queried whether they feel that their treatment could have 

been changed in some way and how. 

 
 

Conclusions/Recommendations 

 
In this methodological (tutorial) paper we aimed to advance the application of best-practice 

approaches to determining treatment success in aphasia rehabilitation research studies (see 

Table 4 for a summary). We differentiated strategies focused on group level analysis (single 

trials and compiling across multiple trials) to demonstrate overall efficacy/ effectiveness of 

an intervention (standardised mean differences; raw unstandardised mean 
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differences) from those focused on the individual level. Group level effects are critical 

information for appropriately powering future clinical trials using the same OMI. On the 

other hand, individual therapy outcomes are vital for identifying treatment response rates in 

clinical trials and for accurate treatment evaluation of individuals in clinical practice. 

Specifically, we recommended methods to calculate benchmarks of statistically significant as 

well as clinically relevant score changes on an OMI for an individual. 

Statistical benchmarks are dependent on the evaluation sample on which their calculation is 

based on. Given the limited sample sizes reported in evaluation studies of aphasia OMIs to 

date (cf., Table 3), it seems pivotal to re-evaluate the psychometric properties for the 

majority of OMIs in aphasia rehabilitation research based on appropriate evaluation designs 

(e.g., appropriate test-retest intervals) and sufficiently large sample sizes (at least n=100 for 

estimating reliability coefficients) (Willmes, 1985). With larger sample sizes, the standard 

deviation of the sample will decrease and so will the SEm/ Smallest Detectable Change for 

an OMI (see formula and example from the recent COMPARE trial above). 

Given the heterogeneity of aphasia samples with respect to stroke- and aphasia-related 

factors, it may be required to estimate the Smallest Detectable Change and Minimal 

Important Change for a given OMI separately for various subgroups, depending on age, sex, 

time post-stroke, aphasia severity and type as well as other factors. For example, the SEm 

for the WAB-R may vary with aphasia severity because the measurement error may not be 

distributed equally across the aphasia severity continuum (with greater measurement error 

for very low and very high WAB scores) (Hula et al., 2010). The field urgently needs to 

address these discrepancies so that accurate interpretation of results from previous and 

future trials can be made. 

In summary, operationalising individual treatment success based on Smallest Detectable 

Change and Minimal Important Change (preferably based on a patient- reported ‘anchor’ 

of perceived treatment impact) is a key priority in aphasia rehabilitation. This 

operationalization will help to (a) identify the therapy response rate in intervention studies 

in order to optimise therapeutic decisions in routine clinical care and (b) provide all 

stakeholders (e.g., PWA, family, clinicians, health insurances) with objective, statistically 

reliable and meaningful feedback on the actual individual treatment response in the clinical 

setting. 
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Table 4: Summary of current best-practice approaches to determine treatment success in 

aphasia rehabilitation 
 

What? How to? Interpretation 

Define treatment 
success 

Intervention targets a priori 
defined for key stakeholder 
group 

Targets have been significantly 
modified in the desired direction after 
the intervention and remain stable? 

Top treatment 
outcomes 

Dependent on key 
stakeholder group: 

 
1) Socioeconomic/societal 
perspective 

 
 

2) Stroke team 
perspective 

 
 
 
 

3) Aphasia rehabilitation 
perspective 

 

a) Aphasia researchers 
 
 
 

b) Aphasia clinicians and 
managers 

 

c) PWA 
 
 
 

d) Family members of PWA 
 
 

 

Domains 
(informed ROMA COS development) 

 
1) Return to employment (if 
applicable), rehabilitation service 
needs, QALYs, cost effectiveness 

 

2) Survival, restoration of blood flow, 
prevention of recurrent stroke, 
functional independence in everyday 
life, health-related QoL 

 
 

a) Treatment impact/satisfaction, 
communication-related QoL, language 
functions 

 
b) Conversation participation, 
communication 

 

c) Communication, life participation, 
recovered normality, emotional well- 
being 

 

d) Communication, recovered 
normality, emotional well-being 

 

 

Group-level 
benchmarks for 
treatment success 

Single RCT: 
Mean difference between 
groups/condition (from pre 
to post intervention or post 
intervention adjusted for 
baseline performance) 

Overall statistically significant effect of 
an intervention in one RCT 
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What? How to? Interpretation 
 Standardised mean 

difference/Cohen’s d (> 
0.50) 

 
 
 

Meta-analysis: 
Standardised mean 
difference /Cohen’s d 
(> 0.50) 

 
 
 

Raw (unstandardised) mean 
difference 

Point estimate of respective treatment 
effect (magnitude), subgroup 
comparisons of treatment effect (if 
applicable) 

 
 
 
 

Average magnitude of a treatment 
effect across several (group) studies 
(mean difference between 
intervention/control relative to 
sample variability) 

 
 

Average magnitude of a treatment 
effect across several (group) studies 
(mean difference between 
intervention/control) 

Individual 
benchmarks for 
treatment success 

Distribution-based 
 
 
 
 

Anchor-based (preferably 
using patient-reported 
ratings of perceived 
treatment impact and 
treatment satisfaction) 

Minimal statistically significant score 
change from pre to post intervention 
on OMI for an individual (Smallest 
Detectable Change) 

 

Minimal score change from pre to post 
intervention on OMI for an individual 
perceived as meaningful by key 
stakeholder group (Minimal Important 
Change) 

Response rate for 
an intervention 

Distribution-based 
 
 
 
 
 

Anchor-based 
(using a patient-reported 
anchor) 

Percent of study participants 
exceeding minimal statistically 
significant score change from pre to 
post intervention on OMI (Smallest 
Detectable Change) 

 

Percent of study participants 
exceeding minimal score change from 
pre to post intervention on OMI 
perceived as meaningful by key 
stakeholder group (Minimal Important 
Change) 

OMI = outcome measurement instrument, QoL = quality of life, ROMA COS = Research 

Outcome Measurement in Aphasia Core Outcome Set (Wallace et al., 2021; Wallace et al., 

2018), QALYs = Quality-adjusted Life Years 
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS 
 

Well-designed and well-managed randomised controlled trials form the basis for translating 

research data into clinical practice. Understanding the distinction between group versus 

individual level outcomes as well as statistically significant versus clinically meaningful 

therapy-induced changes is vital in interpreting study results and determining their 

applicability to clinical practice. We therefore propose a set of recommendations for 

aphasia researchers and clinicians for determining the success of an intervention:  

• Intervention goals and the treatment approach suitable for people with aphasia may 

vary depending on stakeholder perspectives (e.g., socioeconomic, acute care stroke 

team, aphasia rehabilitation) as well as by time after the stroke, aphasia severity and 

type. 

• The ROMA ‘core outcome set’ (Wallace et al., 2018) is a globally applicable minimum 

set of standardised outcome measurement instruments to assess treatment success 

based on the aphasia rehabilitation stakeholder perspective (people with aphasia and 

their family members, aphasia researchers, clinicians and managers). Four 

standardised outcome measurement instruments have been selected through aphasia 

expert consensus to assess the prioritised treatment outcomes identified by this 

stakeholder group: language (WAB-R), communication (The Scenario Test), emotional 

well-being (GHQ-12), and quality of life (SAQOL-39g). Depending on the individual 

treatment goals, additional standardised outcome measurement instruments may be 

administered to determine treatment success. 

• Results from group-level analysis cannot serve as benchmarks for therapy success for 

the individual client. This is also true for high-quality randomised controlled trials and 

systematic reviews, where results are averaged across all participants. Such group- 

level statistical analyses summarize the overall effect of an intervention for the entire 

population of post-stroke aphasia, but do not allow inferences about the treatment 

success for an individual. 

• In assessing an individual's therapy success, benchmarks should be based on both the 

"smallest detectable change" (the smallest ‘statistically significant’ change score for an 

outcome measure) and the "minimal important change" (the smallest change score 

for an outcome measure that is considered important by the relevant stakeholder 

groups). Either benchmark may vary for different languages and aphasia 
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subgroups (depending e.g. on the individual’s age, time post-stroke, aphasia severity, 

aphasia type). 
 

Figure 3 summarises the key questions to address when operationalising aphasia treatment 

success for an individual. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3: Key questions to address when operationalising aphasia treatment success for an 

individual 
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